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CounterStrike V12 (TM) is an anti-biochemical, anti-pathogenic, anti-

germ, anti-virus, anti-bio-warfare solution; it is an anti-bio-warfare 

antidote, in its intended LGI Int. frame of reference, formulated to help 

people and animals survive the present plague and genocide satanic 

onslaught on society and on the planet. CSV12 (or other related 

formulations) is designed to be used long term, pre and pro to 

infections or contaminations that may be experienced. 

To test CSV-12’s (TM) potent capability, it can be added to a Petri-dish 

or test tube, containing the pathogens or bio-warfare agent to be 

destroyed or neutralised. No bug can become strain resistant or 

chemical-resistant to this advanced product of exceeding futuristic 

design. 

 

CSV-12 SPECIALITY TRAITS: 

This product can be programmed to do whatever is needed or required 

in its intended application, within its LGI Int. Designed / intended scope 

of intended activity, in any and all usage parameters. 



The basic rep available versions of this product is capable of 

accomplishing the basic tasks that it intends to be accomplished in its 

intended and stated usage parameters, as per this document. 

 

CSV12 is Designed to Counter: 

1. HIV-AIDS, 

2. Cancers, 

3. Diabetes, 

4. All types of infections, 

5. Artery disease, 

6. Parasite-laboratory-created-genocide-plagues, 

7. Strain or chemical resistant germs and micro organisms, 

8. Hostile Nano-bots destruction in human blood or tissue, when 

properly and intelligently applied, 

9. “Superbugs”, etc., that had been launched and that will still be 

launched, on humans and animals on Earth, by Satanic entities 

that have possessed and or influenced their paid human puppets 

on planet Earth. 

This product can be used by itself, or can be incorporated in a 

substantial and comprehensive pro-life-therapy-package-solution, 

tailor made to each clients specific health or personal needs. 

It is best to consult with a trained LGI Int. Specialist or therapist or well 

trained rep, to get the most out of it and out of other LGI Int. (TM) 

complemented technologies, e.g., the BE4HGMS Therapy Machine, 

which is used together with CSV-12 (and other LGI Int. Formulations) 

to counter genocide plagues and infections, imposed on humans and 

animals, by sick psychopaths, who pose as Allopathic medical or 

Pharmaceutical experts (including military bio-warfare personnel or 



activists; their anti-life terroristic actions and efforts, for population 

reduction and genocide), but these “agents or experts”, are in reality a 

part of Satan’s genocide-society of misfits and criminals, as can be seen 

from hard core facts relative to what they do, have done, and have 

contributed to, relating to human suffering and disease causation, then 

disease management by Allopaths, in the satanic “medical-

pharmaceutical system”, instead of healing patients with various 

disease issues. Please be informed that bio-warfare is rampant 

presently, as I write this information today... 

Please research this subject thoroughly and re-educate yourself to 

TRUTH about these important matters. 

 

PRODUCT FORMAT / DISPENCER CHOICES: 

1. Concentrated liquid in a stained or dark glass or plastic bottle; 

2. Spray dispensers of various kinds and sizes, suitable for various 

applications and in various strengths, designated on the label by 

the code: “D1 to D20” or higher DX number. 

 

WHAT IS THIS PRODUCT DESIGNED TO DO? 

This product is designed and can be programmed to be multifaceted in 

its benefits to humans and many species of animals. 

It is also a environmental disinfectant, co-healing-assisting-factor and 

much, much more [See lectures at LGI Int.). 

CSV-12 and all of the “D-X” formulations can be taken internally and 

externally, but make sure from your rep that your product version is 

suitably diluted for your own intended usage purpose or application 

target; CSV-12 can also disinfect contaminated ground, surfaces, 



buildings, foods, freezers, hospitals, schools, the workplace, public 

spaces, trains, planes, vehicles, homes, air-conditioning systems, it can 

be used in food processing plants, it can be used to disinfect packaged 

foods in factories and in homes, safely, etc. 

The product comes in different concentrations and formulations to be 

suited to various applications and uses, as per each client’s personal 

needs and requests. 

Standard versions will be supplied for general usage and targets. 

The product is NOT a Pharmaceutical or Military bio-warfare or 

terrorist or witchcraft toxic product, neither is it a poison, unlike most 

Pharmaceutical products as in Allopathic chemical medicines. 

The original LGI Int. Derived or manufactured product does not contain 

toxic chemicals or concoctions of satanic cursed origins, unless 

tampered with after issue, by devious or evil entities. 

Please understand and learn that the art of “Pharmacia or Pharmakia is 

Biblically stated in Greek to be the art of poisoning humans and is 

related to the art of witchcraft as per Biblical KJV 1611 original 

authorised definitions and warnings, derived from the GREEK text, and 

know that millions of people have been maimed, disabled, infected 

with disease, and murdered by medical Allopathic Pharmaceutical 

“medicine” prescriptions from medical professional doctors. 

Please study expose and relevant media on this issue, e.g. 

1. “Demonised Doctoring” by Dr. Charl Du Randt of South Africa; 

2. “Murder By Injection”: https://www.amazon.com/Murder-

Injection-Eustace-Clarence-Mullins/dp/1911417002 

3. “Death By Medicine”: 

http://www.webdc.com/pdfs/deathbymedicine.pdf 

https://www.amazon.com/Murder-Injection-Eustace-Clarence-Mullins/dp/1911417002
https://www.amazon.com/Murder-Injection-Eustace-Clarence-Mullins/dp/1911417002
http://www.webdc.com/pdfs/deathbymedicine.pdf


4. Study Len Horowitz’s book / media regards military / 

Pharmaceutical / government / Medical malfeance!: 

http://tetrahedron.org/ 

5. See “IATROGENOCIDE” an overview article about one lecture on 

this subject of Dr. Len Horowitz, at the end of this LGI Int. CSV12 

document. 

 

 

The Product is a Pro-Life-Product: 

The product can disinfect wounds, fluids, surfaces, the human skin, 

open wounds; it can be used in a much diluted form in the human 

eyes, nose, mouth, throat, on serious wounds or burns, on third degree 

body burns on large areas of the human body, with substantial and 

astounding benefits. When correctly used, these benefits can be 

observed as fully functional and as “astounding”... 

The product can be tested by an independent private lab to ascertain 

its pathogenic, micro parasite, strain or chemical resistant germ / 

pathogen or nano parasite and virus killing ability; and any client can 

have it tested at his own cost, to convince himself that it really work 

and is exceedingly effective against killing bio-warfare biological 

agents, launched upon humanity by anti-life-psychopaths and 

demented murderers, tied into the N.W.O. 666 illegal system of Satan, 

which strives to harm humans, the eco systems, and the original pure 

DNA patterns and other God-made creations in and on Earth. 

Please see media on these topics, to get TRUTH RE-educated, on these 

very important impositive criminal present day issues and activities... 

 

http://tetrahedron.org/


Dosages, Usages, Concentrations and Product Strength: 

Use as per the trained reps or alternative health officials instructions. 

The product strength per specific container or volume size, is indicated 

by the designation “D1; D5; D12, D20”, etc. 

Product Cost or Price: 

The product is for free presently, until further notice – however, LGI 

Interstellar requests the beneficiary or user to donate a pre-paid, pre-

determined amount, towards its operations, research and activities, 

per each dispenser or volume of this product received, collected or 

requested, posted, couriered or dispensed, from us. 

 

The product is an effective and safe solution to counter superbugs 

and strain resistant bacteria, as is presently the case in society and in 

hospitals and everywhere else! 

 

All rights, definitions, interpretations and insights, etc., are reserved by 

us. Rules, regulations, conditions, etc., apply to all our products, 

services and business, as amended from time to time. 

 

NO claims are made with this product to cure, heal or treat any 

disease, but rest assured that the results of proper use will tell its own 

story for users... 

 

IMPORTANT NOTE: All users will be personally and fully responsible for 

using this product in the way that they decide to use or apply it, and 



LGI. Int. (TM), or its I.F.A. reps or affiliates, will NOT be responsible for 

its misuse, misapplications, unwise or ignorant usage or application, 

under all circumstances and in all situations whatsoever, etc. 

That stated, please make sure that you use this product according to its 

intended use and in its correct strength for the client intended use or 

application. When unsure or in doubt, make sure that you study the 

product strength instructions and applications thoroughly before using 

it in any strength for any application chosen by you! 

Ask your rep for proper usage instructions according to your own 

intended application or usage perameters! 

 

Orders for these very advanced, futuristic products can be sent to: 

alternativecancercareatlgi@gmail.com or to 

lifesureplan@gmail.com 

http://lgi.yolasite.com/  - See the “CounterStrike V12” link and the 

“Alternative Cancer Care” link and websites, see also: 

http://lifesureplan1.yolasite.com/  

 

CRITICAL NOTE: 

There is a leading time required for manufacture of your order, 

packaging it and then sending it to you! 

You may also collect the product from your rep when ready to be 

collected. 

For this reason it is clearly stated that you need to order this product 

about one month in advance of your needs or emergencies – you 

mailto:alternativecancercareatlgi@gmail.com
mailto:lifesureplan@gmail.com
http://lgi.yolasite.com/
http://lifesureplan1.yolasite.com/


must have stocks on hand to avert any plagues or arising 

emergencies!!! 

 

All rights are reserved by “LGI Int.” regards this doc and any other 

media, product, order, service, access, definitions, interpretations, 

etc., relative to “us”. 

 

DISCLAIMER: 

No medical statements, “cures”, “diagnoses”, etc., are made or 

inferred herewith; but the results from using it correctly and applying it 

correctly, will reveal its potent power and capabilities to the user! 

We do NOT sell Allopathic or toxic-recreational or illegal toxic drugs or 

toxic medical / Pharmaceutical products for our patient / health clients’ 

usage at present, UNLESS ISSUED OR SUPPLIED BY A TRAINED, 

CERTIFIED MEDICAL LICENSED PRACTITIONER OR PHARMACIST. 

If in doubt or if an illegal or unwarranted incident occurs, please 

contact or inform the legal department of LGI Int. HQ in C.T. R.S.A. 

When sick or diseased, please consult with a qualified, trained, 

proficient holistic non-genocist, non-Satanist, non-witch health 

professional, for your own safety and survival’s sake... 

And also remember that some “Christian” medical doctors or 

professionals are NOT Christians, but may be Satanic Genocide or mass 

public poisoning agents under the guise of “Christian” professionals. 

 

Please see referenced media below in this document, etc. 



WARNING: Please note that if you follow satanic laws or guidelines or 

use satanic / witchcraft arts, crafts or toxic product, that the result 

can be deadly! 

For education on this matter, please read: “Demonised Doctoring” by 

Dr. Charl Du Randt in South Africa; and also study other relevant 

expose media on these subjects... 

See: http://lifesureplan1.yolasite.com/  

 

INCOME OPPORTUNITY’S & “FRANCHISING” AVAILABLE AT LGI INT.: 

Presently reps,  aspiring / professional marketers, are welcome to take 

up this product as I.F.A.’s in all provinces in South Africa and in the 

world. 

Send rep and distribution applications to: commsatlgi@gmail.com  

Mark your email application as “I.F.A. REP APPLICATION”. 

 

 

INFORMATION AND RESOURCES FOR FURTHER INTENSE RESEARCH 

AND STUDY, REGARDS THE ABOVE STATED GENOCIDE / SATANIC AND 

OTHER RELATED ISSUES: 

1. http://lifesureplan1.yolasite.com/  

2. “DEMONISED DOCTORING” by Dr. Charl Du Randt: Download at: 

http://www.eirenehealthshop.co.za/articles/why-are-most-doctors-

agains/ebook.pdf  

3. https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691166155/madness-in-

civilization 

http://lifesureplan1.yolasite.com/
mailto:commsatlgi@gmail.com
http://lifesureplan1.yolasite.com/
http://www.eirenehealthshop.co.za/articles/why-are-most-doctors-agains/ebook.pdf
http://www.eirenehealthshop.co.za/articles/why-are-most-doctors-agains/ebook.pdf
https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691166155/madness-in-civilization
https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691166155/madness-in-civilization


4. https://www.theguardian.com/science/blog/2015/jun/22/cia-torture-is-only-

part-of-medical-sciences-dark-modern-history 

5. https://davidhealy.org/the-greatest-failure-in-what-used-to-be-called-

medicine/  - Etc. 

 

Note:  

1. Please make sure that you have acquired the latest version of this 

document from your rep or from LGI Int. on Internet; 

2. Reps must make sure that they are properly trained regards this 

issue and the CSV-12 usage and application Protocol; 

3. Please note that stocks will be limited until full production of this 

product is achieved or organised, as is needed; 

4. Pre-payment donations, as will be indicated by your rep, is 

applicable to all orders requested from LGI Int. for all products; 

5. Members of LifeSurePlan (TM) at LGI Interstellar (TM), will get 

preference for acquiring this anti-dote when stocks are low, 

including those who are shareholders in LGI (TM), LifeSurePlan 

(TM), LifeResearch (TM), G.P.M. (TM), CSV-12 (TM), LGIC (TM), 

and all P-Share Holders at LGI (TM) with investments of more than 

ZAR 10,000,000. [Ten million]. 

 

IATROGENODIDE DOCUMENT / LECTURE OVERVIEW:- 

A historic presentation was given before the American Association of Naturopathic 

Physicians by Dr. Horowitz, author of more than 15 books, including the national bestseller, 

“Emerging Viruses: AIDS & Ebola—Nature, Accident or Intentional?”  

 

In this riveting presentation, Dr. Leonard Horowitz relays more than a decade of his 

research evidencing nefarious tinkering with microbial, plant, animal, and human biology 

befitting a massive conspiracy to place profits before people and population control 

(murder), before compassionate medicine. 

https://www.theguardian.com/science/blog/2015/jun/22/cia-torture-is-only-part-of-medical-sciences-dark-modern-history
https://www.theguardian.com/science/blog/2015/jun/22/cia-torture-is-only-part-of-medical-sciences-dark-modern-history
https://davidhealy.org/the-greatest-failure-in-what-used-to-be-called-medicine/
https://davidhealy.org/the-greatest-failure-in-what-used-to-be-called-medicine/
http://tetrahedron.org/
http://tetrahedron.org/


Dr. Horowitz presents solid proof that the most powerful industry on earth—the 

Petrochemical–Pharmaceutical Cartel—aided by corruption, greed, and incompetence by 

officials in government, scientific organizations, and academic institutions, has seriously 

endangered the life and health of myriad forms on this chemically and pharmaceutically 

beleaguered planet. 

As documented in his national bestseller (cited above), and in his scientific text, “DNA: 

Pirates of the Sacred Spiral (Tetrahedron; 1-888-508-4787), Dr. Horowitz documents the 

man-made sources of the world’s most deadly viruses and catastrophic illnesses. 

He evidences, like no one has ever done, academic and political malfeasance and fraud in 

public health and modern medicine afflicting the world’s populations. In fact, the massive 

killing and injuring of people through contaminated vaccines, intoxicated blood-supplies, 

injurious drugs, poisoned waters, polluted airways, dangerous chemicals, and genetically 

modified foods is best defined as genocide, as all of this is conducted and rationalized for 

profit and political expedience. 

 

Examples provided by Dr. Len. Horowitz in this historic lecture include: 

1. The origin of AIDS from corporate labs to gay Americans and Black Africans through 

experimental hepatitis B vaccines administered during the early 1970s; 

2. Exploding cancer rates that were predicted and expedited due to recklessly 

irresponsible health officials protecting their jobs and grants; 

3. Heart disease scams perpetrated upon the unsuspecting miseducated masses; 

4. Unprecedented New Flu-Like illnesses involving military laboratories developed 

for profit and population control; 

5. New immune suppressive germs and chemical co-factors developed and released to 

prompt Gulf War-like illnesses long before the first Iraqi invasion; 

6. Diabetic pandemics linked to insulin production by genetically modified yeast spread 

environmentally and through our current food supplies. 

 

Dr. Horowitz provides these examples and more, as an urgent plea for a return to scientific 

integrity and human sanity, in this graphic and unparalleled lecture DVD, that is available to 

interested people and professionals alike. 

 

 

http://tetrahedron.org/


LGI Int. NOTE ON THE ABOVE ARTICLE: 

Do YOU NOW start to understand why CSV12 (and the required, 

necessary therapy program) was created by me to help the dying 

people in the world and why the “LifeSurePlan Project” was created? 

I trust that this document and its referenced materials will start the 

public mass wakeup call for all ignorant and deceived citizens, to 

realize that they have been bamboozled by trusted authorities and 

entities of all kinds, shades, shapes and forms, and so all must come to 

a realization that Earth and trusted professionals [where the shoe fits], 

are but workers and instruments of and in Satan’s Kingdom, on planet 

Earth (and beyond)..., for by their evil works ye will know them... 

Come out of her my people, lest her plagues come upon you also! 

 

Kind regards, pierre le grande, C.E.O., LGI Interstellar (TM) H.Q., R.S.A. 

http://lifesureplan1.yolasite.com/
http://lgi.yolasite.com/

